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ABSTRACT 

“WE’RE THE SCAPEGOAT OF THE 21ST CENTURY”: INVESTIGATING WHITE 

COLLEGIATE PERSPECTIVES, HISTORIES AND RACIAL FRAMING DURING 

THE TRUMP ERA 

Elexus Iris Buckner, M.A. 

George Mason University, 2020 

Thesis Director: Dr. Amy Best 

 

The civil rights movements of the 60s and 70s succeeded in shifting the politics of race in 

the United States, making it easier to publicly challenge white hegemony than ever before 

in America’s history. However, public challenges to white dominance helped catalyze the 

formation of newly assorted white identity movements, such as the Alt-Right, to mobilize 

against so-called white genocide, against political correctness, policies of affirmative 

action, and the proliferation of multiculturalism in ‘post-racial’ America and in support of 

white nationalism. Presidential-candidate, Donald J. Trump ran his 2016 campaign on 

these same tenets of white victimhood, which attracted both educated and uneducated 

whites. His campaign helped move an otherwise questionable discourse of white 

victimhood into the acceptable mainstream. Why a narrative of white victimhood has 

resonated with so many educated whites needs investigating. This thesis capitalizes on 

the mixed-race interview encounter to display whiteness and investigate how college-

educated white people frame their racial reality in the Trump era.  
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INTRODUCTION 

“Honesty is not really high on your people’s priority list” -Julius Campbell from 

Remember the Titans 

On August 11, 2017 in Charlottesville, VA, a mob mainly composed of white 

men yielding tiki torches, marched on the campus of the University of Virginia to rally 

against the removal of the Confederate general Robert E. Lee statue in Emancipation 

Park (Atkinson 2018). Among this call to conserve confederate legacy were the chants of 

‘Jews will not replace us’ a mantra that comes from the Nazi belief that Jewish people are 

out to destroy the white race. The following morning white supremacists marched down 

the streets of Charlottesville to express their fears of white genocide and desires for a 

white ethno-state. When they were met by a group of counter protestors rallying against 

racial animus, clashes ensued. One counter protestor Heather Heyer was killed when one 

of the white protestors rammed his car into the crowd. News media and social media 

commentary condemned the actions of the Unite the Right protestors, deeming them 

racist, sexist, anti-Semitic among other things (Lind 2017; “Charlottesville: ‘Unite the 

Right’ n.d.).   

Looking at the actions that took place in Charlottesville reveals the growing 

attraction of organized racism among young white Americans (Roll 2017). Popular 

commentary and media outlets typically do not associate organized far-right groups or 
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white supremacy ideologies (Bhambra 2017) with college-educated, middle class, and 

young professional whites (Roll 2017). Far-right ideas, which cohere around the idea of a 

white ethno-racial state are mistakenly associated with the uneducated, working-class 

white folks and not a broader swathe of white people across educational and occupational 

groups (Blee 2002). Sociologist Kathleen Blee (2002) further documented that “despite 

proclaiming bizarre and illogical views of race and religion, racist groups attract not only 

those who are ignorant, irrational, socially isolated, or marginal, but also intelligent, 

educated people, those with resources in social connections, those with something to 

lose” (p. 3). 

College students were identified among the attendees of the Unite the Right rally 

such as University of Nevada Reno student Peter Cvjetanovic and Washington State 

University student James Allsup (Roll 2017). Organized racism, a “more focused, self-

conscious, and targeted at specific strategic goals” (Blee 2002: 3), is spreading on college 

campuses. White identity propaganda on campuses such as fliers bearing white patriotic 

imagery and websites promoting white ethno-state ideologies have increased 

exponentially since January 2016 (Bauer-Wolf 2019). Known white identity 

commentators and supremacists (Logan 2018; Martin and Tecklenburg 2019) are 

targeting college campuses to recruit college students into “their ranks and to inject their 

views into spaces they view as bastions of liberal thinking and left-wing indoctrination” 

(Bauer-Wolf 2019), fueling the growth of organized white identity rhetoric on college 

campuses.  
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Studies (Bonilla-Silva and Forman 2000; Picca and Feagin 2007; Forman and 

Lewis 2015) have documented the racial attitudes, behaviors and beliefs of young whites 

or college-educated whites and how it has changed over time. Even though whites no 

longer exhibit the racial attitudes and beliefs of the Jim Crow era (Bonilla-Silva and 

Forman 2000), whites typically reserve their ‘unpleasant’ or racial commentary to white 

only spaces or audiences (Picca & Feagin 2007) by “…harboring their prejudicial 

attitudes [which] reveal[s] an increase of racial apathy among young whites” (Forman 

and Lewis 2015: 1400). However, increases of white identity activities on college 

campuses alongside the organized actions of the Unite the Right rally protestors suggests 

that racist attitudes and beliefs that are deemed socially and politically incorrect (Picca & 

Feagin 2007) are becoming acceptable to express publicly again. 

The public growth of white resentment and anger is not only taking place among 

white college students. Today white anger, resentment, and bigotry are gaining new 

ground, new meaning and increased visibility through academia (Malik 2018) or 

mainstream science (Rahman 2018). Consider published academic works such as Eric 

Kaufmann’s The Whiteshift (2018) which defends white identity politics and Arlie 

Hochschild’s Strangers in their Own Land (2016) which empathizes with the misplaced 

anger and resentment that the white working-class of the American south has towards 

non-white immigrants. Articles written for online media argues the white working class 

to be dying of despair due to their new status as the “forgotten majority” (LeTourneau 

2019), scientific journals are again publishing on the importance of IQ testing and other 

psychometric properties to re-establish and justify biological differences of race 
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(Wicherts et al. 2010), and leading experts in welfare policy are publishing racist 

commentary on the links between culture and poverty (Flaherty 2020). These published 

white responses or excuses of racist behaviors and attitudes resonate with at least a 

portion of the white population and these circumstances highlight the fact that whiteness 

is going through a crisis. A crisis of its gradual loss of superiority and hegemonic 

dominance that benefitted the white racial group for the last few centuries. White 

superiority and hegemony are now being contested both within and outside the white 

racial group causing white people to find meaning either through identity movements and 

history (Malik 1996; Gray 2018; Roth 2018) or through cultural appropriating affiliations 

(Hughey 2012; Roth 2018). 

This project examines the white racial group as an identity category with a racial 

history that sets itself apart from other racial groups (Malik 1996). Building on critical 

race scholarship I argue that the white racial group possesses a sanitized version of both 

institutionalized and familial history on race which frames how they interpret the present-

day racial milieu. White people have historically constructed their history to portray 

themselves and their actions as innocent and good (Feagin 2013). Sanitized racial history 

is used by white identity groups such as the Alt-Right as a recruitment tool and 

oftentimes is devoid of the firsthand accounts, stories, and experiences of other racialized 

groups. This interview-based study explores the identity work and narrative tools of 

college-educated whites, the demographic that was well-represented among the Unite the 

Right protestors in Charlottesville and how they mobilize to construct a contemporary 

racial self and articulate a personal racial history. Educated white folks have been 
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documented throughout American history of participating in organized racism suggesting 

that racism is not a product of ignorance or a lack of education, but rather involves a total 

dependency on white hegemony to frame their social reality. This project also explores 

the connecting points between whiteness, as a now visible identity peg, and the 

conditions for white supremacy’s public resurgence. 

 Background 

Calling the current racial era in America as a “post-racial”, a term used flagrantly 

in news media reports (Kaufman 2007; Parker 2016) does injustice to the truth of white 

supremacy’s past and current status. Throughout American history, white supremacy has 

taken on many iterations and forms, outliving the demise of slavery, legal segregation, 

state-backed genocide and it’s currently surviving, if not thriving in post-racial America. 

Overt expressions of white supremacy, such as the Ku Klux Klan, burning crosses, lynch 

mobs, and legal segregation are not the only markers of white supremacy. In recent years, 

media’s attention to the Birther movement, the Tea Party movement, the Alt-Right, the 

growing awareness of police brutality and the election of Donald J. Trump speaks to the 

enduring persistence and even resilience of the structural reality of white dominance and 

non-white subordination, known as white supremacy. “The myth that white supremacy is 

a marginal political phenomenon has proved durable that many [white] people find it 

easier to deny its overt expression than to confront a more troubling reality” (Kantrowitz 

2018: par. 7). 

Yet, most white people struggle to come to terms with this realization, as was 

demonstrated after Trump’s election. One could conceivably declare that white 
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supremacy remains a critical white problem, with no easy resolution nor immediate and 

clear path for eradication. The social sciences offer clarity regarding where white 

supremacy stands in the changing socio-cultural environment of the United States. For 

example, researchers have documented white supremacist attitudes (Kantrowitz 2018), 

white political formation movements and actions (Honig 2017), and the growing support 

for populism in major Western societies (Inglehart and Norris 2017). However, if white 

supremacy, a set of ideas promulgated by a smaller portion of white society underground, 

is now more widely shared and openly expressed, is there something taking place beyond 

the political claims of the white identity movements that motivates whites to keep alive 

white supremacy?  

White supremacy historically prevailed in America based on the claims of 

superiority, yet the Alt-right’s front man Richard Spencer denies desiring political 

affiliations with Nazi identity groups as expressed when he stated: “If I wanted to create a 

movement that was 1488 white nationalist, I would have done that. But I didn’t because I 

recognized that is a total nonstarter. No one outside a hardcore coterie would identify 

with it” (O’Brien 2016). The well-dressed men of the Alt-Right have strategic plans of 

putting out a more palatable message of white aggrievement, bigotry, and resentment 

against Black and Hispanic communities, under the disguise of rallying for immigration 

reform and policy (O’Brien 2016). Garnering as much media attention as they did for 

their actions at the Unite the Right protest runs the risk of attracting middle class, young, 

educated white people into their fold who express similar aggrievement against minority 

groups (O’Brien 2016).      
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Within a post-racial society, whiteness can disguise its unconscionable racial 

superiority for a more accepting public appearance, when read between the lines, the Alt-

Right’s public messages reveal more may be happening beyond their public 

performances. Leslie Houts Picca and Joe Feagin (2007) studied white college students’ 

experiences, “…actual happenings, and events across an array of [their] natural habitats” 

(p. 2) within frontstage and backstage racial encounters. The backstage, defined as the 

“interactive racial performances in places where only whites are present” (Picca and 

Feagin 2007: xi), is a phenomenon that allows whites to express racists attitudes, beliefs, 

and behaviors that are no longer socially acceptable unless only in front of other white 

people. Whereas the frontstage is when whites “do interactive racial performances 

differently in places where there are multiracial populations” (Picca and Feagin 2007: xi). 

They found most if not all interracial interactions done in the frontstage to be 

“uncomfortable or involve hostile and hurtful white commentaries and physical actions” 

(p. 85), but that also whites utilize the “safe space” of the backstage to ready themselves 

for the racial encounters and performances in the frontstage to maintain the façade of 

white innocence while employing strategies to get their racialized messages across (Picca 

and Feagin 2007:174).  

Picca and Feagin’s study, done in 2007, reflects when multiculturalism was 

growing in the mainstream, the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement had yet to 

materialize, and open grievances by Black people were mostly silenced. As important as 

this study is, it is also historically situated. It does not account for the current racial 

underpinnings, where the sitting president’s entire campaign and time in office has been 
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riddled with derogatory racial epithets, hiding in plain sight by his campaign slogan of 

Making America Great Again. Calling the protestors of the 2nd wave of BLM 

thugs−deploying federal agents to enact violence against them (Associated Press 2020), 

President Trump’s rhetoric is devoid of unification which promotes hate. Trump’s 

presidency favors uniting the frontstage and backstage, where white racist performativity 

does not need to hide. 

Historically, being America’s racial majority granted the white racial group social 

privileges and economic advantages (Lipsitz 2006) rendering it as the default identity− 

“the base group to which [racial] others are compared” (McDermott and Samson 2005: 

245), and thereby making whiteness, as a race category invisible to white Americans (Sue 

2015). The growing multi-racial population, mixed-cultural neighborhoods, workplaces, 

restaurants and schools challenges the default status of the white American identity by 

making whiteness more visible to white people (McDermott and Samson 2005). 

Whiteness has always been visible to people of color in the United States who tend to 

view things more in terms of race than white people do (Sue 2015) out of necessity for 

self-preservation and survival under white domination. With whiteness being viewed as a 

racial category by both whites and people of color this has carved a space to investigate 

the orientation of racial beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors that many white people 

intentionally or unconsciously reserve for the whites-only backstage (Picca and Feagin 

2007).  

Building from the work of Picca and Feagin’s (2007) framework of white 

performativity, this study investigates how white people interpret, assess, and engage 
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their racial identity within the current Trump era− a period marked by increased 

antagonistic race-baiting, a growing platform for the Alt-right, and a political 

environment consisting of identity-based politics. How do white people express their 

racial opinions in a mixed-race interview? Does this interview format hinder or 

encourage opportunities for constructive interracial dialogue and for whites to evaluate 

their racial identities and experiences? White college-educated people are the focus of 

this analysis for two central reasons: for one, news media reported some participants in 

the Charlottesville rally were college educated people (Roll 2017), suggesting that racism 

is not bread out of ignorance or a lack of education, but involves something else. 

Secondly, the battle of political correctness is widely contested on college campuses 

(Lukianoff 2018; Mitchell 2018) and conservative think tanks like Prager U argue college 

students are being indoctrinated into “liberal propaganda” like political correctness 

(Woessner 2014; Bowels 2020). How then could white college students be trusted to give 

honest answers about race? Nevertheless, conversations on racial differences are more 

difficult to have (Schwartz 2010), but not impossible (Meynell 2017).  

Between October 2018 and March 2020, I conducted 12 interviews with college 

educated whites. I was interested to understand how whiteness is understood and 

articulated by white people in a mixed-race interview. Interviews provide a space for both 

the frontstage and backstage arenas to emerge. By this I mean, interviews sometimes 

allow researchers to access taken for granted worlds and identify patterns of speech that 

are not always deliberate, yet interviews involve self-presentation. Engaging in race talk 

evokes powerful and sometimes emotional responses like anger, hopelessness, 
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frustration, embarrassment, drained, shame, confusion, and avoidance (Sue 2015). 

Interracial conversations and dialogues can be painful, one that many try to avoid. To 

alleviate this intensity the interviews were structured as private racial conversations 

(Miller and Donner 2000) that established rapport and trust by giving participants a copy 

of the interview questions 48 hours ahead of the scheduled interview. Inspired by the 

notions of frontage and backstage from Two-Faced Racism (2007) and in recognition of 

my racial status as a Black woman, peering through the backstage and observing white 

behavior may not produce “authentic” responses. However, my status as an outsider 

highlighted the socio-cultural complexities of whiteness and the areas of white identity 

that white people unconsciously take for granted.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

In what follows, I detail literature on the use of white racial frames in establishing 

racial identity. The first section considers how there are pre-engineered, dominant frames, 

that allow white people and people of color to not only dismiss and retort the authentic 

encounters of Black and Hispanic peoples, but to alter those encounters as fictional 

claims. The white racial frame also co-opts counter-frames developed by marginalized 

groups to justify white victimhood and white oppression−running the risk of diluting the 

experiences of marginalized communities. 

The second section explores the informal and formal development of Black 

knowledge on whiteness as a cognitive necessity under white oppression. Critical Race 

Theory concepts such as the ‘oppositional gaze’ and its function as a site of resistance 

and survival for African Americans assesses how this survivalist tool adequately equips 

African Americans to critically dissect the inconsistencies of white hegemony. The 

oppositional gaze also provides a conceptual framework to critically evaluate the 

narratives whites offer about their own whiteness. Attention to these two areas of 

scholarship offer context for understanding the white narratives I recorded in the 

interviews.  
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STORIES, NARRATIVES, PERCEPTIONS, OH MY! 

Sociologist Joe Feagin’s (2013) work on the ‘framing’ of white identity 

investigates why so many whites have serious denial about important racial realities, that 

consequently lead to white victimhood and racial prejudices. Feagin (2013) suggests a 

reason he calls the white racial frame, defined as a legitimate and rationalized frame of 

racial history that justifies domination and inequality by race in the U.S. by placing 

whiteness at the top. The white racial frame which ranks whiteness in relation to other 

racial identity categories, “encompasses a broad and persisting set of racial stereotypes, 

prejudices, ideologies, images, interpretations and narratives, emotions, and reactions to 

language accents, as well as racialized inclinations to discriminate” (Feagin 2013: 3). It is 

from this frame that all racial groups, but more specifically, white Americans interpret, 

rationalize, define their social reality in America. This racially-skewed construction of 

reality does not take place within a vacuum, but is composed of a multitude of elements 

that are selectively chosen by “white individuals acting to impose or maintain racial 

identity, privilege, and dominance vis-a-vis people of color in recurring interactions” 

(Feagin 2013: 14). Throughout American history the maintenance of white racial 

domination relies upon delegitimizing people of color’s experiences and stories that 

contest against the white racial frame. 

The New York Times’, 1619 Project, a commemoration of the arrival of Africans 

on the shores of Jamestown, Virginia in 1619 and a historical account of the foundation 

of America’s political economy, ignited controversy due to its “core argument: that the 

United States was literally founded on white supremacy” (Walsh 2019: par 1). The 
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1619’s editor and organizer, Nikole Hannah-Jones, begins the essay by placing her own 

ancestral history within the broader American narrative as a testament of African-

Americans being “foundational to the idea of American freedom… it is we who have 

been the perfectors of this democracy” (Hannah-Jones 2019) by fulfilling the ideals 

expressed in the Declaration of Independence (Walsh 2019). Conservatives and right-

wing politicians called the 1619 Project propaganda or a means to stir revolution, “...to 

shame whites, disrupt American unity, and portray the United States as a uniquely evil 

force in the world− to undermine both its political and moral legitimacy” (Walsh 2019: 

par 2). 

 The conservative denunciation of the NY Times’ 1619 project is perhaps not 

surprising. Feagin (2013) has noted many of America’s controversial histories are 

sanitized, watered down and even replaced. This is done purposefully by oppressor 

groups to lessen or eradicate our understanding of America’s brutal racial history (Feagin 

2013) for a more positive, polished one. One way this is achieved is to discredit counter 

histories. We can certainly see this in the case of 1619 project. A few notable historians 

wrote a letter to criticize the 1619 Project as inaccurately portraying major events in 

American history and “these errors [by the 1619 Project]...suggest a displacement of 

historical understanding by ideology” (Bynum et al. 2019). The implication was that the 

1619 project was an ideological undertaking and not a historical one. When it comes to 

telling the American racial history there always seem to be competing accounts (Feagin 

2013; Walsh 2019; Waldstreicher 2020), yet the dominant racial group prevails in 

constructing the general history for everyone else. 
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 The prevailing racial frame of American history created and maintained by the 

white racial group, not only shapes, but legitimizes the racial structure of the present 

(Feagin 2013), which has led to continued interracial divides and racial apathy on the part 

of whites (Forman and Lewis 2015). “If major racial groups in society hold significantly 

different collective memories of that racist past, they will as a rule have difficulty in 

sharing understandings of racial experiences in the present” (Feagin 2013: 17). In history, 

the white racial group has held negative perspectives and narratives of non-white groups 

such as them being lazy and not as hardworking as white Americans (Feagin 2013). 

White working-class Tea Party supporters from Louisiana currently rely on such 

stereotypical narratives to help make sense of their current situation of poverty, 

joblessness, and drug abuse by constructing their place in the narrative as being forgotten 

or left behind (Hochschild 2016). In a country where white people have always been the 

“rightful” beneficiaries, African Americans and other non-white racial groups are 

accused of having stolen their jobs, abused government assistance, and have cut them in 

line (Hochschild 2016; Kreiss, Barker, and Zenner 2017). As Hochschild notes, “Missing 

from the image of blacks in most of the minds of those I came to know was a man or a 

woman standing patiently in line next to them waiting for a well-deserved reward” (2016: 

147). In these formulations, stereotypes replace historical facts. White Americans use 

stereotypes of history to define their present, and in doing so they render invisible to 

themselves how they as a group construct their reality based on racial status, and 

simultaneously ignore how their place in the world, in comparison to others, has been one 

of domination, privilege, and advantage. 
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 The white racial frame also operates in the institutional arenas of society. The 

American police force is one such institution that has routinely been used to enforce the 

frame’s views on whiteness as the superior group and Black and Hispanic communities to 

be of less economic and social value. The Blue Lives Matter countermovement, a self-

designated antagonist to the Black Lives Matter movement that provides aid for police 

officers on trial for fatally shooting unarmed Black people, relies heavily on the detailed 

and developed framing of African Americans as being a societal menace (Solomon and 

Martin 2019). African Americans, who are central to the white racial frame, are 

designated within the Blue Lives Matter narrative as thugs, bent on destroying the men 

and women who have sworn to protect and serve all communities. This is a great example 

of an institution known to maintain white domination and terror in communities of color 

(Steffen 2012; Muniz 2014; Murch 2015) that constructs itself instead to be victims of 

violence in America. “Huge amounts of white energy have been expended on preserving 

systemic racism” (Feagin 2013: 99) and to present whiteness as a victim (Hughey 2010). 

This is a powerful tool in the preservation of racial prejudices, ideologies, and stereotypes 

insisted upon by many white Americans who are at times unable to see it and therefore, 

rejects other perceptional or alternative frames.  

The matter of “truth” is at the mercy of the white racial frame. The negative 

narratives and stereotypes held by the Tea Party supporters mentioned above are false 

(Hochschild 2016), yet the study’s researcher, Arlie Hochschild, still values them as 

equal to the truth, because the feelings behind the attitudes and beliefs are. Interestingly, 

whites’ racial feelings and emotions are routinely rationalized to justify their beliefs 
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against people of color. These examples illustrate the persisting pattern by which racial 

histories are reframed by whites to cast themselves as morally superior in their actions 

and render Blacks as deserving of their misfortunes. 

Phillip W. Gray (2018), a political scientist, expands on the racial frame 

formulation and offers another reason as to why white racial groups, more specifically 

white identity movements, exhibit serious collective resistance to verifiable historical 

facts and actively promote what is untrue. For Gray it is a matter of perceived truth. The 

“truths” of white identity movements, Blue Lives Matter, and Tea Party supporters do not 

need to pertain to already established methods of truth building, rather, “the ability to see 

‘true’ reality is determined by one’s social identity” (Gray 2014: 527). In case of the Alt-

Right and white identity movements alike, they justify their struggle based on their race 

alone. Gray (2018) defines this as category-based epistemology, defined as: 

‘… the belief that a specific group holds a particularly important place in 

social/historical development, with this unique position providing privileged 

access to ‘truth’ as a result. ‘Truth’ need not denote a transcendental standard or 

eternal law; rather, the epistemologically-privileged group can observe the actual 

dynamics that influence, shape, and (in a manner) determine the direction of 

History and human development. (Gray 2014). 

This ultimately grants the identity group experiential authority “in its interactions 

with the broader political world” (Gray 2018: 142), in other words, your social position 

defines what is true and therefore cannot be argued against. Gray (2018) posit an 

increasing importance of identity in Western democracies more generally, suggesting 

white identity movements and groups such as the Alt-Right should not be considered an 

outlier. The Alt-Right is a continuation of what Gray argues is identitarianism, which is 

also used by the ‘Intersectional Left’ or the progressive left. Indentitarianism is a “set of 
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ideas that hold paramount a specific attribute(s) or quality as centrally important at the 

individual and social levels, with this attribute(s) being generally immutable” (Gray 

2018: 147). Both the Alt-Right and the Intersectional Left addresses a specific population 

needing to be mobilized against a struggle that defines said population’s experiences 

and/or identity.  

What has happened within the movements and identity politics of the progressive 

left, becoming more mainstream and prominent, and constructing whiteness as a root of 

oppression has resulted in the growing popularity of identity-based groups from the 

political right (Gray 2018). Gray (2018) argues this unintentionally gave white identity 

groups like the Alt-Right an opening to argue against the claims of privilege and provide 

the necessary content to combat the Intersectional Left on the shared basis of 

identity. However, whites are in both the Intersectional Left and the obvious white 

identity movements such as the Alt-Right. The form and function of how conservative 

and liberal whites construct their racial identity is similar as it does not include self-

interrogation (Hughey 2010) of their racist’s beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors or their 

participation in white supremacy.  

Gray (2018) suggests the future state of whiteness is relatively insecure in 

comparison to its historical past. In the post-Civil Rights period white people elected to 

no longer talk about race, censoring themselves and others, leaving us, as a society with 

few tools to reasonably and productively discuss persisting racial matters, heal racial 

wounds, acknowledge egregious racial truths and repair a volatile racial present for the 

sake of the future. Even though there are white identity movements calling for ethno-
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racial nation-states in Western democracies (Gray 2018), there also is an abandonment in 

the dominant white racial frame by whites, generating angst, ambivalence, shame and 

contempt among many of them today. Whiteness, its past and its future is in crisis.  

 What’s not considered are the differences in threat, power, and history between 

the two sides presented by Gray (2018). He bases his analysis on the relationship between 

“identity, politics, and social action” (Gray 2018: 142). Feelings do mold perception, and 

a lot of poor-whites and white males feel as if their status and all the privileges 

accompanying it are dwindling away. However, feelings are being used to not only 

understand a group’s position within society, but to delegitimize the suffering and moral 

identity of another group, especially when one-side has a factual history of oppressing, 

murdering, appropriating, and ostracizing the other−not the other way around. 

Throughout its conflicting history and even in its fickle present, the construction and 

maintenance of the white identity heavily depends upon a racial “other”. Since 1619, 

white Americans have formulated their racial identity in juxtaposition with non-white 

peoples, specifically African Americans. This meaning making process was necessary to 

give meaning to the social differences between white and Black groups that the 

institution of slavery produced and permeated throughout all American institutions. 

African Americans are significant to how the white mind frames its racial psyche, which 

unknowingly by the whites equips African Americans a gift of sight that dissects through 

the lies of the white racial frame and enables them to survive under white hegemony 

(Henry 2004; Yancy 2004). 
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BLACKS LOOK, WHITES SHOOK 

Since the 1990s, the emergence and growth of the interdisciplinary study, 

whiteness studies, brought greater understanding to the racially structured lives of white 

people (Roediger 1991; Frankenberg 1993; Allen 1994; Omi and Winant 1994; Cuomo 

and Hall 1999), shifting racial and ethnic studies’ focus from minority groups to the 

“socially constructed nature of white identity and the impact of whiteness upon 

intergroup relations” (Doane 2003: 3). Critical race scholars at this time became 

interested to make visible the power and privilege linked to whiteness but rendered 

invisible. The critical assessing of whiteness helped to name white identity as tied to a set 

of privileges and not simply disadvantages (Roediger 1991; Frankenberg 1993; Allen 

1994; Cuomo and Hall 1999). However, Black people have been critically assessing 

whiteness as a mode of resistance since the late 19th century and as a form of survival 

since their arrival in the 17th century (Du Bois 1903; hooks 1992; Hannah-Jones 2019). 

Research done by Black scholars on whiteness was criticized by the academic 

establishment, and often discredited with false claims of inadequate research (Young 

2008). Yet Black scholars persisted in their aims to understand the complex system of 

racial inequality and dominance.  

Historically, people of color were “managed, channeled, marginalized, or 

excluded by racially dominant whites” (Picca and Feagin 2007: 43) within places that 

were traditionally white. The people of color who occupied these places, domestic 

workers, acted as informants bringing “knowledge back to segregated communities− 

details, facts, observations, and psychoanalytic readings of the white Other” (hooks 1992: 
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165). This “special” knowledge of whiteness was created out of necessity to survive 

under white oppression and to resist it as well. One of the earliest accounts of Black folks 

critically engaging whiteness was W.E.B Du Bois’, The Souls of White Folk (2003 

[1920]) where Du Bois positions himself within the tower, intrigued by the souls of white 

folks which he deemed to be restless. The tower, providing unusual vantage points, is the 

objective view of the black gaze, or oppositional gaze, a mode of agency empowering 

Black folks to be ethnographers to study whiteness (hooks 1992). Due to being left out of 

the white world, Black folks can perceive things about white folks that they themselves 

aren’t aware of, what Du Bois extolled as “the gift of second sight”. When white people 

are aware of the black gaze, they show moments of disbelief, shock (hooks 1992), and 

even anger, “I know their thoughts and they know that I know. This knowledge makes 

them now embarrassed, now furious!” (Du Bois 2003 [1920]): 45). 

When Black researchers in present times try exposing the remnants of whiteness 

(hooks 1992), the areas of whiteness white folks take for granted, such as their 

invisible−default identity which privileges them to not be “raced” and blinded to the 

effects of racism in their lives (as an advantage) or the lives of others (as a disadvantage), 

the backlash and ridicule received from whites typically exposes the side of them they try 

to reserve for the backstage. Behaviors of disgust and amazement to the idea that “black 

people watch white people with a critical “ethnographic” gaze, is itself an expression of 

racism” (hooks 1992: 167). hooks suggest that dispositional response displayed by whites 

reflect the view that black consciousness does not exist. Within the white imagination 
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Black people are inadequate to study white people, the gaze operates in only one 

direction. 

 Whiteness exists without knowledge of black consciousness. The white mind, 

formed by centuries of racial eclipsing of Black people, perceives blackness or the black 

mind as having little to no imagination at all. Critical race scholar, Paget Henry (2004) 

uses Hegel’s classic master-slave dialectic to further show European (white) peoples’ 

“persistent and long-term inability to recognize the humanity of people of African 

descent” (2004: 200). People of African descent weren’t even classified as the “slave” in 

Hegel’s dialectic, for “the other [or slave] must possess self-consciousness. For the 

master-self to gain recognition, it must be granted from the other, or another self-

consciousness” (Buckner 2019:11). The African who is not a self-conscious being as 

documented in Hegel’s The Philosophy of History (1991 [1837]) is incapable of fulfilling 

this role and therefore is classified a “sub-other” (Yancy 2004; Henry 2004). In this 

formulation the African’s insights or alternate worldview is used for the master to 

confirm his whiteness not his humanity (Henry 2004). The African therefore is an object, 

his consciousness a tool for whites to be used outside himself and this presents several 

problems.  

For one, if the African or in this case Black people cannot be viewed as little more 

than an object, then in interactions with white people Black people run the risk of 

misrecognition or entrapment within their own skin as Fanon poignantly articulate in 

Black Skin, White Masks (Fanon 1967). “The absence of recognition is a strategy that 

facilitates making a group the Other” (hooks 1992: 167). Making a group an Other, 
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inadvertently, allows whiteness to maintain its domination and superiority (Hughey 

2012), since whiteness remains the standard by which all others are judged. Throwing 

that critique back on whiteness allows Black people to psychically resist this type of 

domination that in the past has led to inferiority complexes and kept Blacks in a 

subordinate place (Fanon 1967).   

Through cognitive resistance, Black scholars and activists across the ages such as 

Frederick Douglass, W.E.B Du Bois, Ralph Ellison, Angela Davis, Kwame Ture, James 

Baldwin, Toni Morrison, and bell hooks, have made known “the systemic and 

institutional character of racial oppression over the centuries” (Feagin 2013: ix), through 

their personal experiences and stories. These historical critical analyses of whiteness are 

rooted in Black liberation, something that current Black researchers studying whiteness 

should “take [their] departure from” (Yancy 2004: 18). Today, unlike the centuries 

before, Black people can critically assess whiteness openly with far fewer forms of 

formal retaliation. The ongoing need to critically engage whiteness reveals its endurance 

“...and its capacity to undergo metamorphosis, but it also underscores the long-standing 

liberatory efforts of African Americans from the past (and present) who fought (and 

fight) the good fight against white hegemony and injustice” (Yancy 2004: 18). What 

Black researchers have available today is a historical discourse grounded within Black 

resistance exploring the varying degrees of whiteness within everyday life (Yancy 2004). 

Laying the groundwork to effectively study white behavior, attitudes, and beliefs to 

understand and ultimately change it. 
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Directly confronting and challenging whiteness publicly has increased within the 

fields of critical race research (Doane 2003), yet Africans American scholars conducting 

ethnographic and critical race research on whiteness like interview-based research 

(Buford May 2014) run the risk of white folks masking their responses due to “whites’ 

frontstage performances” (Picca and Feagin 2007: xi). White actors as individuals want 

to be seen not as racist, and as a group relatively virtuous and good (Picca and Feagin 

2007; Feagin 2013). Many whites believe being polite to people of color is proof that one 

is not racist, so racial attitudes and remarks are actively avoided in the presence of non-

white peoples. For example, white college-students’ racial attitudes were found to be 

different when measured by short-answer surveys versus when asked in in-depth 

interviewing (Bonilla-Silva and Forman 2000) by two researchers of color. A key 

component of the backstage, opposite the frontstage, is the lack of “expectations about 

interpersonal politeness on racial matters” (Picca and Feagin 2007: 91), creating a space 

for white people to be more comfortable and tolerant of racial attitudes and beliefs. 

Seeing the presence of a Black or other colored body demarks a space to be multiracial 

and no longer a ‘safe space’ (Picca and Feagin 2007). White people will typically cease 

conversations, when an intruder enters, shifting private sometimes even harmless 

conversations to quiet performances more acceptable for Black people to observe (Picca 

and Feagin 2007). 

Regardless of these reservations held by white people to “properly” maintain their 

chosen image in the presence of people of color “the frequency with which whites alter 

their interactions also illustrates the two faces of racism” (Picca and Feagin 2007: 174). 
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People of color, Black people more specifically, are very much aware that whiteness 

presents itself in front of a mixed-race audience one way, effectively concealing its 

internal racial hierarchy framing. Black people employ tools to not be fooled by 

whiteness’ two-faced racism or janus-face (Hughey 2009) by dissecting the coded words, 

vague languages, and paying careful attention to the avoidance and discomfort of racial 

conversations by white people. Hughey (2009) defines this insincerity as a false 

dichotomy used by many whites when they confront the intersections of racism and white 

identity, establishing good non-racists whites from bad racists whites.   

Nevertheless, Black people are more aware of racial settings and events than 

white people are. In Two-Faced Racism (2007), a young white woman was unaware that 

her manager’s nickname for her Black co-worker, “BG”, was racially charged until she 

asked the co-worker, who then told her “BG” stands for ‘black girl’ (Picca and Feagin 

2007: 166). hooks (1992) documents being aware of the “usual arrangements of white 

supremacist hierarchy” (p. 176) at a cultural studies conference. Even more jarring, the 

racial arrangements, unaware by the white people in attendance, was reflected in the very 

voices and bodies of self-professed progressives. This dissonance of white self-awareness 

has led to an incongruence within the white identity, individually and collectively. 

Individually, white people suppress feelings of guilt, resentment, and anger “to keep a 

clean conscience and maintain a good moral opinion of themselves” (Picca and Feagin 

2007: 174). Collectively, white people are said to not have a culture (Hughey 2010; 2012) 

by not having any tangible attachments to practices outside of the racial hierarchy. This 

claim suggests that any shared cultural claims depend upon a system of racial meaning 
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that define histories unfolding in a specific way based on the perception of a shared past 

and collective belonging.  

Race identity must be agreed upon by its members and their shared historical 

experiences also contribute to the sense of collective (racial) identity (Helms 1990). 

Shared group identity is traceable through the process of identifying a shared racial 

heritage.  However, the heritage of whiteness comprises “centuries of genocide, about 

246 years of slavery, and about ninety years of Jim Crow” (Feagin 2013: ix). The future 

of whiteness is very insecure basing its enduring reliance on subjugation of others, Black 

people in this case and it could topple at any time. Any racial reckoning threatens to pull 

back the curtains of whiteness, revealing the false claims of goodness, righteousness, and 

justice which exposes it for what they are−falsehoods used to prop up a people.  

Currently, white people seek people of color to alleviate their feelings of guilt and 

of not having a culture independent of racial subjugation by appropriating practices of 

other cultures (Hughey 2012) that the white racial frame at one time deemed inferior. 

White people’s sense of collective identity is splintered. Some whites join identity groups 

and form nationalist movements relying upon discursive tactics (Salazar 2018) to 

establish the white group as unique (Gray 2018), others grossly misuse DNA ancestral 

test results by cherry-picking through the ethnicities to affiliate with while neglecting 

others (Roth 2018), and others by naming their whiteness to outwardly distance 

themselves from it, yet in this last case still involuntarily internalize its power. Many 

critical race scholars (Du Bois 2003[1920]; Henry 2004; Yancy 2004) both past and 

present conclude that whiteness, though it has gone through several stages of 
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metamorphosis, has a variable trajectory. Understanding the construction and 

maintenance of the dominant racial identity in the most powerful nation in the world to 

illuminate whiteness’ adaptability under a changing racial, multicultural, multi-ethnic 

milieu, stands at the center of this research project.  
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METHODS 

The project design is based on Joe Feagin’s (2013) white racial frame theory, 

defined as “the dominant racial frame that has long legitimated, rationalized, and shaped 

racial oppression and inequality in this country” (Feagin 2013: x) and Picca and Feagin’s 

(2007) analysis on the frontstage/ backstage of white performativity. Since within the 

white racial frame exist a “broad and persisting set of stereotypes, prejudices, ideologies, 

interlinked interpretations, and narratives” (Feagin 2013: xi), the dimension of the white 

racial frame I sought to understand were white frames that guide and structure self-

narratives articulated by whites when asked to talk about their own racial identities. I 

operate with the understanding that narratives, regardless of social location, are not static, 

but are dependent upon the beliefs, opinions, and facts derived from collective and 

personal histories, memories, and experiences. The collection of these memories and 

experiences continue from “a centuries-old worldview that has constantly involved a 

racial construction of societal reality by white Americans” (Feagin 2013: x).  

I was interested in understanding the connections between racial feelings and 

emotions with changing racial narratives and how this may serve to embolden white 

dominance and claims of superiority. I conducted in-depth interviewing to better detail 

these racialized emotions and reactions. Do whites articulate guilty feelings about racial 

pasts or are they defensive? Do they excuse/absolve themselves and race-based behaviors 

of others? What sense of racial belonging do they express? Do they distance themselves 

from some whites, or all whites? Do they overly identify with the white past? In-depth 
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interviewing offers a thorough account into the behaviors and perspectives of individuals 

regarding social issues and just how they may view themselves in-relations to race in-

general (Boyce and Neale 2006).    

I conducted in-depth interviews with 12 participants, 5 men and 7 women, with 

the aim to understand narrative patterns in their racial identity. All interviewees were 

either currently enrolled in college or received a degree from a higher-education 

institution and all racially identified as white. Recruitment was done using snowball and 

convenience sampling starting with several participants from a state university in the 

mid-Atlantic region, who agreed to then forward my contact information to others. I did 

not share my racial background with any of the participants prior to meeting them for the 

interview. Some participants knew of me prior to the start of recruitment and were aware 

of my racial identity as a Black woman, while others who were referred by word of 

mouth were not informed about my race from me. Previous participants did share my 

racial identity with them prior to their participation. Recruitment, interviewing and 

coding took place over 18 months between October 2018 and March 2020, 5 years after 

the start of the first Black Lives Matter wave and during midterm election season.  

Because this study examines whites engaging with race, individuals who racially 

identify with non-white racial groups were excluded. Individuals under 20 years of age 

were excluded because racial identity formation is still ongoing for this age group in a 

way that differs from adult populations. Even though emerging research indicates 

younger people are active participants and not blank slates in racial socialization 

(Hagerman 2018), individuals under 20 years of age have limitations in racial 
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experiences than the 21-65 age group. Likewise, individuals over 65 years of age were 

also excluded because I was interested in interviewing individuals who came of age after 

the Civil Rights movement. While I aimed to recruit whites of Hispanic and non -

Hispanic origin, only whites of non-Hispanic origin are represented in the study. I 

excluded European and other white immigrants as I wanted to focus on the American 

racial experience. 

My interview questions centered on white people’s racial memories, histories, 

and personal and interpersonal experiences. Questions around family, children (if 

applicable), heritage, and first encounters with race were discussed, and were sprinkled 

throughout the order of the questions to set a non-combative tone. Other questions such 

as, how often do you think about your whiteness and to you what does it mean to be white 

intended to inquire about white people’s personal engagement with their race. The 

interpersonal questions 7, 9, and 13, see appendix one for more details, inquired how 

exactly do they view themselves within the collective identity of whiteness and what does 

that mean for them; and whether if they feel a tie to whiteness or is their racial make-up 

an individual experience separate from or unconscious of a shared white identity. All 

interview questions can be viewed in Appendix One. 

The shortest interview was a little over 24 minutes with the longest interview over 

2 hours. All interviews were audio-recorded, and the recorder was made visible for the 

participants to see. Participants were given a copy of the interview questions 48 hours 

ahead of the scheduled interview via email. This allowed participants to be prepared and 

comfortable with the questions as best they can and provided them the opportunity to 
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critically assess their racial identity before the interview. This method may have also 

aided in the construction of the mix-raced interview space before both participant and 

researcher came together for it. Mixed-race interviews are productive spaces because 

“outsiders take less for granted and hence ask more questions about the subjects’ lives 

than would an insider” (Buford May 2014: 118).  

Along with the questions, I also emailed them the study’s IRB approved Informed 

Consent form that I still printed and had presented at every interview for their signatures. 

I concluded every interview, thanking my participants and asked if they would be willing 

to do a follow-up interview if I had any additional questions and all 12 participants 

answered yes. I also gave my participants the opportunity to give themselves a 

pseudonym for the study to further build rapport and trust. I made sure to inform them to 

not choose names that may easily identify them. Interviews were conducted in a variety 

of places from private reserved study rooms at the state university’s libraries, coffee 

shop, work-office room, or their homes. 

In-depth interviewing provided some challenges when it came to the instrument 

design used to collect the data. For one, since the interviews were done in person and the 

race of the researcher can affect the answers produced by participants, participants could 

guard their racialized selves. Resulting in participants possibly presenting socially correct 

or politically correct answers to not seem racist or worse convince themselves of “truths” 

without any real self-confrontation. This was mitigated by ensuring participants their 

answers will be anonymous and informing them that my goal is to have a dialogue where 

they mostly do the talking and I listen. Ultimately, giving the participants the questions 
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48 hours ahead of the scheduled interview can also be argued as providing them 

the opportunity to give more socially acceptable answers. However, all participants came 

to the interview with positive interests in the nature of the questions and were still 

stumped on answers even given 48 hours ahead of time to reflect on them. As a social 

scientist, my training depends on me being as objective as possible, yet all researchers 

whether Black or white come into the research space with their beliefs and biases. 

Particularly, being a Black woman conducting these interviews the lines of power were 

constantly blurred. I was tempted, just as African American researcher R.A. Buford May 

(2014) mentions in his research of probing further and had to resist on several occasions 

when I did probe further to keep my personal opinions in check. 

I used my social position as a method to access a “truth” and to investigate the 

existence of a shared white narrative. When observing the racial meaning-making process 

of my white participants, I specified the ways they made sense of their racial identity. My 

outsider status as an African American researcher provided valuable exposure to the 

power associated with the dominant racial identity in America. Buford May (2014) 

interviewed white participants on urban nightlife and discovered “the everyday tensions 

related to negotiating race [becoming] apparent in [his] interviews (2014: 133). Buford 

May (2014) documents “insider moments” with his white participants that were 

established from similar experiences outside of race. However, when he wanted to probe 

more on the racial dynamics of urban nightlife the conversations became “more sticky” 

(Buford May 2014: 133). Buford May uncovers constant negotiations of power to 

influence the conversation” (2014: 133) and a shift in power dynamics. In contrast, I 
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explicitly asked my white participants to discuss their racial identity and its meaning, 

intentionally designing my questions to not ask about other racial groups.  

The data analysis consisted of coding interview transcriptions for emergent and 

common themes. Existing literature suggest the salience of inter-and intra- racial 

distinctions, eruption of memories, and varying levels of social location. Inter- and intra- 

racial distinctions for example, demonstrates participants’ beliefs or opinions of 

superiority or engaging in behaviors “that fail to exemplify dominant ideals” (Hughey 

2010: 1292). While looking for variations of meaning I also looked for a lack of meaning, 

under this code. If whiteness is empty (Hughey 2010) what will the participants reflect on 

when asked to talk about it? I purposefully did not name other racial groups in my 

interview questions to examine if my participants would bring them up without being 

invited to. This was to test Feagin’s (2013) claim that people of color, more specifically, 

African- Americans are central to the white racial frame. I anticipated an eruption of 

memories, stemming from the work of Ruth Frankenberg (1993) whose participants, 

white women, would on occasion suddenly remember what typically remained forgotten. 

Tying conclusions from the work of both Frankenberg (1993) and Feagin (2013) I looked 

for an array of components, i.e. first experience engaging in race as a child vs. adult, that 

could build up a single narrative, i.e. setting the tone for how they self-identify. Past 

racial histories and experiences are components of racial narratives, so certain questions 

were framed for two important reasons. One, to invoke racial memory in live time and 

secondly, to observe the reactions and emotions from those memories. The final coding, 

social location examined the relationship between how often white folks engaged with 
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the meaning of whiteness (Yancy 2004) and the interpretation of their racial status. 

Understanding that relationship provides insight on the various ways whites view the 

world or how they believe the world views them. 
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

“He wanted to fit in and that was important” 

A significant number of white Americans today are descendants from the 

European immigrants who emigrated from Europe between the 19th and 20th centuries. 

Few are descendants of colonial European-Americans, although two of this study’s 

participants can trace lineage back to colonial times. All participants gave reasons as to 

why their ancestors emigrated from Europe to America; some escaping religious 

persecution and famine, others looking for economic prosperity, or a blend of all three. 

The participants had extensive knowledge of their ethnic ancestral background, for such 

history is typically known both within white family stories and within institutions of 

learning as one participant Kelsey Lewis shared with me in her interview.  

Due to this knowledge being readily on hand for my participants (some did 

mention calling family for clarification) I inquired what knowledge they possessed about 

their ancestors’ decisions or actions to identifying as white and no longer as their specific 

European ethnic category, i.e., German, French, Sweden, etc. In what follows, I found 

that most, if not all of the participants held personal stories of assimilation but no 

awareness of the relationship between their ancestor’s decisions of choosing Anglo-

Saxon conformity and the wider American racial context. Maria Peterson recalled upon 

family stories of her ancestor’s first experiences in America who said: 

And I would say, there is a story passed around in our family about, so my dad’s 

grandfather came from Croatia and he came on a boat so he came through, I think 

Boston, and he told a story that he then had to take a train from Boston to 

Minnesota so it was going to be this long trip and he didn’t speak any English. He 

was on this train and didn’t have any money or food and this woman noticed and 
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gave him a banana and he’d never seen a banana before. So he started to eat it 

without peeling it and the child with this woman started laughing because he’s 

eating the banana wrong, but that story has been told in a way where he felt 

very… stupid, like very not a part of it. He told that story a lot, my dad said he 

would tell that story a lot of being on this train and starving and remembers the 

woman’s kindness but also remembers this feeling of shame that he didn’t know 

how to eat a banana, but a child did. So I think for my grand− there’s always this 

pressure to─ he wanted to fit in and that was important. 

Lou Lou another participant, too recalls hearing stories about her great-

grandfather who emigrated from Sweden and taught himself English when he immigrated 

to America in order to belong: 

I do remember hearing stories of my great-grandfather […] so he would just walk 

from the center of the state all the way to the end of the state and it would take 

him two and a half days to walk down— Wisconsin. Yeah, he would walk all that 

way and he would stay and work there for five days and then he would walk back 

up— and then he would have a couple of days with his wife. And so, you know, 

he was a really hard worker and he was able to save up some money and also was 

able to gain a lot of respect from people for that and I think that helped to raise his 

status. Also, the children weren’t allowed to speak anything but English in the 

household, so unfortunately, I can’t speak — well, I can speak French now but I 

taught myself and went to school for it, but, like, English only in the household. 

Another participant, Annie Toaz, recalls on stories told of her grandmother who 

defiantly chose to not pass on family traditions because she was the first generation born 

in America and couldn’t relate to the “Hungarian traditions.” 

[…] my great grandmother that came from Hungary she was very into like, she 

carried on more of those traditions, like she did the embroidery and all the 

Hungarian stuff and my mom remembers like her grandmother being like a very 

strict Hungarian […] my great grandmother felt very strongly about her 

Hungarian traditions, but like I know my grandmother really rebelled as a child 

and hated having strict European parents? She just grew up like, you know 

American. She never like…she didn’t grow up in like oh when there was 10 kids, 

and we were starving and we couldn’t go to school because I had to babysit 

everyone, she grew up within a very different time period as her mom. So she 

definitely just didn’t carry on those traditions, because I think she correlated them 

with being strict and didn’t want to be a mom like that. 
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 All three examples demonstrated each of these participants knowledge of choices 

their ancestors made when it came to either abandoning tradition, restricting the use of 

native language in favor of English, or making sure to never feel ashamed for being 

“different.”  Scholars David Roediger in his book, The Wages of Whiteness (1991) and 

Theodore Allen in The Invention of the White Race (1994) explored how and why 

European immigrants began to assimilate and affiliate with whiteness, or the dominant 

Anglo-Saxon culture. Reasons very similar to what Maria, Lou Lou, and Annie 

mentioned above. Assimilating to the Anglo-Saxon dominant culture was important for 

European immigrants. Escaping political and social upheaval and economic insecurity, 

their survival in a strange land was of the up most importance. They needed to fit in, they 

must fit in, and that included leaving the folk traditions of the old country behind.  

Maria’s account is an example of a racial narrative trope in immigrant tales− 

“whites felt like outsiders too and suffered from forms of discrimination and prejudice” 

(Rubin 1994: 243). However, white immigrants had a way out which usually involved 

adopting racist attitudes and behaviors of other whites against Black people and in time 

gained the prize they sought after, and that is to be white (Rubin 1994). Similarly, Lou 

Lou’s account too documents her ancestor’s pull to belong and as a likely key to embrace 

whiteness. Her description of her great-grandfather as a “really hard worker” is a 

common narrative convention. This is an indirect claim of being deserving of the riches 

of whiteness. “Hard work”, saving money, and self-taught all signal moral purity that 

serves to suppress moral impasse arising from freely using racial advantage and actively 

holding others back. Another component of racial narratives is Annie’s description of her 
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great grandmother’s traditions of embroidery, cuisine, or familial responsibility is 

evidence of having an ethnic culture that eventually got traded in for being ‘American’. 

‘American’ in this context also signifies “freedom” or “opportunity” for her grandmother. 

Something her ‘strict’ Hungarian great grandmother couldn’t relate to in this sense. 

However, for one respondent, John Doe, there was no “turning into” or 

“becoming” white for European immigrants because language, traditions, and culture is 

not what distinguishes Euro ethnic groups, but bonds them “naturally” together: 

So, Europeans, there are a bunch of different European peoples, you know there 

are the Germans and the French, the English, the Scottish, the Irish and they have 

their own identity, and culture, and language. But, European peoples are bound 

together culturally and ethnically to a large degree, and religiously. The West, 

Europe, and of course America use to be thought of as Christendom, so there are 

definitely some distinctions between those European cultures, but…the peoples of 

Europe and North America have always been bound together by cultural 

similarities, and also obviously biological ones. So, we’re white people. 

John, in his interview, believes the distinctions of language, culture, and identity 

among European ethnic groups are not significant enough to categorize them separately 

because the people of Europe and North America have a shared origin (Note: John erases 

Native Americans and other Americans who aren’t white from his narrative). Culture 

determines identity and it is the “large degree” of similar ethnicities and religion that 

bounds all European peoples. John reflects a growing trend amongst white Americans 

that use European ties to unite all whites in America and abroad. The remaining 

respondents, who again knew of their ethnic background attempted to assess how their 

ancestors solely identified as white. Baron Brolick couldn’t recall on specific assimilating 

narratives passed down in his family but had this to say: 
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I think it’s from moving to America. Because I don’t think there are that many 

black people in Ireland. And so in Ireland, they [his family] probably would have 

been the lower class… because the upper class wouldn’t have moved. They 

wouldn’t’ve had to. So, uh… the distinction of being specifically white comes 

from an option of “not-white”, right? And… I don’t know if they had that at the 

time. So, it would’ve had to have happened in America. Probably in Wisconsin, 

where there’s also not that many black people. Like… very, very few. So, uh, I 

don’t know how they would’ve become [white]. 

Baron believes because there weren’t any Black people in Ireland and few in 

Wisconsin where his ancestors migrated to, he isn’t sure on how they would have become 

white, relying upon phenotypical differences or more specifically skin color to determine 

who is white and who is not. He also emphasizes class over race which is a common 

feature of the white racial frame that eclipses racial advantage. Kelsey Lewis recalls her 

father being a source for her understanding how whiteness may have been introduced in 

her family:  

The only reference I have is my dad, because he, I remember in the 90s on the 

news he was like I’m always hearing white! White man! You know, it bothered 

him so bad he was like, I’m Irish! Uhm, I don’t know why it affected him the way 

it did uhm, that’s just a topic I remember hearing, like the media, the media. 

Kelsey’s father’s rejection to the identity of white by vocally expressing his 

contempt of the media’s framing of race is an example of ethnic erasure and a testament 

of the media’s role in the assimilation of European immigrants. It bothered him even 

though he was 2nd generation American and was visibly “white” when I confirmed with 

Kelsey. Kelsey herself admits to having a white American experience not an Irish one 

growing up, presenting herself as the possible transition between identifying as Irish to 

identifying as white.  
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White people interpret their identity in multiple ways. Feagin (2013) declares 

white people are multiframers, “they have numerous frames for understanding and 

interpretation in their minds, and their frames vary in complexity from specific micro-

level framing situations to a broad framing of society” (p. 9), yet is it necessary for them 

to know or be familiar with family racial knowledge to understand their whiteness today? 

Research and history document (Roediger 1991; Allen 1994) the transition of European 

settlers and later immigrants into white. John ascertains his whiteness because his people, 

Europeans, were already white. Europeans and white North Americans are all 

biologically the same to John with no regard to the Native Americans who were here 

before the European settlers and the other racial and ethnic groups who make up the 

American identity. Baron on the other hand, asserts that his family did not become white 

until they got to the US and it was the “option of not-white”, now in the presence of other 

racialized groups that brought this about.  

When participants assessed how their ancestors abandoned ethnic tradition by 

assimilating, some through stories passed down within their families had knowledge of 

actions, decisions, and behaviors made by ancestors. A few participants weren’t familiar, 

but at least attempted to understand, while the remaining interviewees expressed never 

really thinking about their ancestry or ethnic history because as Benjamin Green, a 

participant states, “When it’s all−white people that are there, it doesn’t take too long 

before it’s just like for the most part everybody is just, you know mixed with other 

[ethnicities], they all look alike you know…how can you choose?” Overall, white people 

don’t rely on ancestral stories to frame identity because they are “mixed” with so many 
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European ancestry they rationalize it being too hard to choose−and to choose would be 

racist. 

Again, phenotypical traits, such as skin color determines identity for some.  Many 

scholars have noted this to be an old, yet enduring racial frame that erases unique 

customs and traditions among groups of people who hail from the same geographical 

location and ignores the constructed or historically fabricated nature of race making. As 

stated, all participants had extensive knowledge of their ethnic heritage, knowing their 

ancestors came from Sweden, England, Czechoslovakia, Ireland, Italy, Germany, France, 

and other European nations, but only 3 out of 12 knew of family member’s experiences 

when it came to assimilation in America, because for the rest skin color alone is self-

evident. So, what is a basis of family history−primordial ties to a homeland? Possessing 

the knowledge or history on how their immigrant ancestors engaged with whiteness is not 

necessary in understanding their own whiteness. This presented an opening to ask 

participants how do they define and understand their racial identity.  

“I feel like white is not only skin color but it’s your social position” 

Due to European ethnic blending in America (Allen 1994) and the mass forgoing 

of continual European practices and traditions, scholars (Hughey 2010; Jackson 2019) 

argue that white people have no culture, let alone a collective identity, or “to be white is 

to be culturally broke” (Wray 2009). There aren’t collective practices, experiences, or 

traditions among the white race outside of historical racial domination or abandoning 

European ethnic tradition for Anglo-Saxon assimilation. With assimilation, European 

ethnics gained racial advantages and privileges which provided them economic value in 
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the unequal practices and policies within the housing, education, and employment sectors 

(Lipsitz 2006).  

Participants did not express this contextual knowledge when they spoke on the 

meaning of their racial identity. Below I document how participants still demonstrated an 

understanding of their social location as privilege and within privilege white identity is 

“unscrutinized”, unchallenged, and mediocre− and outside of privilege whiteness has no 

meaning. Some dwelt upon the notion of being “culturally broke” as the meaning of 

whiteness and what sociologist Matthew Hughey (2012) describes as “white debt”, the 

void or lack of meaning whiteness leaves white people. As Lou Lou states: 

I mean, to me it means to be part of the dominant culture— which means, 

unquestioned. Like, it’s the default, it is just taken for granted, um, you know […] 

there are privileges that exist and that means that other people don’t have that 

privilege, you know […] so it’s also like this…lack of culture, this blanket term… 

so, that’s also something.  

TJ Sanders in the following description, elaborates on how being the default 

identity is not enough to alleviate this debt: 

I think my whiteness is sort of similar to the color, white. So it’s the absence of 

anything particularly interesting. Uhm so maybe I think about my whiteness as 

the absence of things…[]…and that’s why I’m talking about the Italian part, as [I] 

somewhat cling to that, it’s something distinctive because otherwise, I’ll just be 

this random white dude and do I or do I not have to apologize for white 

privilege?…uhm I don’t…yeah. 

TJ assessing his whiteness unfolds whiteness into two parts. First, it renders him 

culturally bankrupt, it’s not distinctive or unique in comparison to his Italian heritage. He 

clings to his Italian heritage to not be a “random white dude” or to be obsolete. Part of 

this is to distance himself from the emerging racial frame that names the foundation of 

whiteness for what it is−based on a history of racial domination. Secondly, being white to 
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TJ means he must apologize for white privilege, and potentially live a life of feeling 

guilty. However, he admits unwittingly that his Italian heritage saves him from 

apologizing for white guilt and therefore he is somehow free from white guilt, even 

though at this moment in the interview I was not so sure he was certain of that. 

For other participants, whiteness means “responsibility” and having an 

“awareness”. Participant Mike Rivera states: 

What it means to be white I think of a lot of things, I think it means to, you know, 

for people who do have like ethnic stuff that they are like attached to, that’s really 

great, uhm like good for them…like you know, if you still make Polish sausage in 

your family then Polish sausage for everyone, that’s great like hell yeah! Keep 

making polish sausage! But also, be aware that there is a responsibility of being 

white, I personally think. To be aware of things, like the racial wealth gap or 

there’s another article about the digital divide…those things demonstrate access to 

opportunity and because you are white you have more access to opportunity. 

 

Mike’s statements seem to suggest whites are growing an awareness of structural 

racism based on perceptual and critical frames like the black gaze which is historically 

and factually driven. However, white people may hide behind such language by focusing 

solely on real-life examples of structural racism to express racial ambivalence (Forman 

and Lewis 2006) and to exempt themselves from confronting their own hidden racial 

biases and attitudes. Evidence of racial awareness among whites does not mean they are 

actively engaging in personal racial change. White people can very much be aware about 

the social issues and racial and ethnic inequalities Black and brown communities face and 

still harbor white supremacists framing. Mike’s comments also suggest that whites are 

capable of viewing race issues through the prism of other racialized peoples, not just their 

own.  
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Kelsey Lewis expresses how ‘what it means to be white’ has changed for her due 

to also having an ‘awareness’. When I pressed her more to elaborate on her journey of 

awareness, recoiling she asked me for clarification in which I provided her an example of 

when I realized being Black carried social meaning outside of my own personal 

engagement. She followed up with this: 

I think one of the biggest moments when my psychology class brought up white 

privilege, I was really taken back because I’m like how am I privileged, you 

know? Like I grew up, not privileged [poor], but then thinking of examples from 

my friends and the way that they’re treated, stories uhm, that I’m shocked that is 

so openly done to them and how often it happens, so yeah. Uhm, I don’t know I 

just always grew up so diverse. 

 For Mike and Kelsey, it’s not enough to know that they’re white, but to know 

what that means by understanding how whiteness works beyond their personal 

engagements with it, but within society at-large. Mike brought up the racial wealth gap 

and the ‘digital divide’ to demonstrate his ‘awareness’ of how race affects opportunity 

and access for groups of people because of their skin color. Kelsey who recalls later in 

the interview being called “the wigga” amongst her childhood friends ironically is 

‘shocked’ to learn how racism is done so openly to her friends of color. Kelsey had a hard 

time separating the idea of privilege from poverty because poverty and privilege were 

linked in Kelsey’s mind which affected her racial frame because she viewed privilege 

through a class frame and not a racial frame. After being confronted with the idea of 

white privilege in her Psychology class and then reflecting on her friend’s racial 

experiences, who are people of color, she became exposed to a reality she wasn’t aware 

because she’s been privileged not to. 
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Maria Peterson takes this idea further when she states that white people can 

experience poverty and discrimination, however, economic disadvantages don’t happen 

to white people because they’re white: 

To be white, it’s so hard to answer. Uhm, I feel like it is…it is privilege, like I do 

think that to be white is to be privileged […] white people can experience poverty 

and discrimination and all of that, uhm, it will never−at least in America I’m 

speaking from the American context but like white people will never be 

discriminated against or be in poverty or like, that would never happen because of 

their skin color and so I feel like white is not only skin color but it’s your social 

position […] what we’re talking about when we talk about whiteness is 

unacknowledged or unscrutinized privilege and like…yeah, because I think 

anything I would say about it, it still comes back to the idea of privilege where 

like I don’t have to think about certain things or I don’t have to try and be a 

certain way… 

Maria Peterson’s account above reflects an intersectional analysis, a reckoning of 

class and race that understands white people’s social position in America has never been 

one of subjugation based on skin color. This type of thought analysis has moved more 

fully into the mainstream and reflects the groundwork done by Black feminist scholars 

like Patricia Hill Collins (2000) to reclaim subjugated knowledge. A part of the project of 

recovering “…independent, oppositional yet subjugated knowledges…to reconceptualize 

all dimensions of the dialectic of oppression and activism as it applies to African 

American women” (Collins 2000: 13) in turn travels back into the world via Black 

intellectual labor that makes possible racial reckonings and reflections like Maria’s. 

Baron Brolick defines his whiteness along the same lines mentioned in Maria’s 

statement above. He acknowledges that his whiteness has gone unchallenged and his 

mediocrity was over-looked due to him being white: 

I think it means I get away with a lot of things that I shouldn’t get away with. I’ve 

always been average or mediocre in school, like… before college, in high school 
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[…] I always thought it was just… I was smarter and now I really don’t think so, I 

think I just got away with a lot of shit. And I think it was because I was in a 

school that was highly diverse and they saw me at least trying a little bit and they 

were like, “We’re gonna let you do that; we need to get some other people to, at 

least, where you’re at”, so I think I skated by with a lot of things that I don’t think 

I could have if I weren’t white. Like, absolutely. This job, included. Absolutely. 

Whiteness privileges white people to be mediocre. To live a life “unscrutinized” 

or “unchallenged”, getting away with actions or deeds that other peoples such as minority 

groups may not get away with. It absolves white people from having to think about 

certain things or not having to try. However, Sarah Smith is one such person to claim to 

think about these things in her interview: 

That’s a hard question, because… I know what it means… in terms of, I know 

I’m going to get special privileges just because I’m white, and so that’s something 

that I’ve always struggled with and… I don’t see why white is superior, and I 

don’t understand how we, as a society, hasn’t moved past this. I get really caught 

on— I’m weird, I don’t like the term “race”, I [have a] very anthropology view on 

this— race is more like the human species, like we’re all a part of the human race 

and the differences are in our culture and ethnicity… it doesn’t matter what color 

you are… unless you truly identify with being an African American, where that’s 

your culture or ethnicity… otherwise, a black and a white person can’t just be a 

person… can’t just be an American. But that’s my view and not the view of most 

people… I don’t know, it’s just a color to me.    

 

Phenotypical and biological distinctions in relations to race comes up again, but 

for Sarah it’s not to divide human groups, but to unite them. As noble as this sounds, it is 

overshadowed by the fact she “struggles” with understanding how race functions outside 

of biological means. Sarah’s comfort of racial engagement lies within the boundaries of 

simple anthropological classifications. Given the historical roots of scientific racism and 

anthropologists role in it, this is worrisome. Science is cast as innocent but was used to 

advance racial domination by whites. She understands that difference lies within cultures 
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and ethnicities but not how those differences are used within society to classify some 

cultures and ethnicities superior to others. Sarah’s biological understanding of race may 

not be racist, but her lack of knowledge of cultural racism makes her susceptible of 

holding racist frames, such as the color-blind one. A color-blind frame perpetuates the 

falsehood of economic and social fairness and opportunity to all regardless of race. 

Interviewee Annie Toaz relies upon phenotypical and biological distinctions such as skin 

color and genes to define her understanding of whiteness: 

I think it just means to be the 6 things that I am that make my skin a white color, 

like you know also being a scientist, like (laughs) I am chemically this color 

because of my genes, because of the amount of melanin my skin makes, like you 

know I am white because of my ancestors and like the genes that come from those 

countries and like those people. Because you know I don’t think it’s like 

culturally…like I said, I’m not culturally…I don’t do all the Hungarian stuff just 

because like it’s a mix of everything. Is that enough answer for that? 

Annie’s attachment to her white racial identity is only skin-deep, it’s not a 

personal one. There isn’t any tangible− cultural attachments for her because 

“performance”, ‘don’t do all the Hungarian stuff,’ is a big characteristic of culture for 

Annie. Supported with Frankenberg’s thinking of culture as something that “can be 

named, bounded, and separated from material life” (1993: 228), she described her 

ethnicity as being 6 European identities and herself as a ‘mix of everything’, not choosing 

one ethnicity over the other. Which highlights the fact that marriage across ethnic groups 

from Europe were common even if interracial marriage was illegal, a feature of histories 

of racial segregation. Contrary to Annie, belonging to the white race brings along cultural 

attachment for John who had this to say: 
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Uhm, to be white, well first of all besides the biological fact that I am white, it’s 

uhm being proud of your culture and heritage it’s knowing where you came from 

which can give you an idea of where you’re going. I mean, you’ll hope for that for 

anybody. But uhm, you look at white society and white culture and where it’s 

been and what it’s led to. I have something to be proud of I think. 

 

John expresses a strong attachment to his white identity, stating him being white 

is both a ‘biological fact’ and it is his ‘heritage’ and ‘culture’. John’s cultural belonging 

isn’t necessary about performance and more so on heritage and knowing what his identity 

means to him. He expressed throughout his interview pride for his Celtic heritage, but for 

him this pride is not separate from whiteness, but one in the same. As he shows in the 

above quote of being proud of ‘white society’ and ‘white culture’ and all it has led to and 

where it’s been. John’s racial frame primarily consists of components of a mythologized 

past where the actions of the West focus solely on the accomplishments of the modern 

world not the oppression, genocide, enslavement, deception, and land theft it took to get 

there. 

White people engage with the meaning of their identity in multiple ways. Some 

understand that their whiteness gives them privileges due to experiences of given special 

treatment, or not having to experience racial discrimination. Others rely upon 

phenotypical distinctions to rationalize their understanding of whiteness, a belief that if 

left unchecked views racial differences as biological facts that cannot be changed and 

regardless if these differences were good or bad they are differences nonetheless. For 

those who did not rely on skin color to define their whiteness they critiqued its social 

position. Whiteness as the default identity is foundational to the American social order, 

making white people both the default political and social subject. Participants declared or 
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implied how the white identity is the default identity, interpreting such classification as 

leaving them absence of things, unchallenged, unscrutinized, and mediocre. If whiteness 

has left them with nothing of substance, nothing of tangibility, no tradition outside of 

racial domination or the material world, then what do they root their identity in? Some 

white participants express rooting their racial identity in awareness and responsibility, 

another struggles with rooting it because their concept of race as a social artifact isn’t 

found within their racial frame, while for others they define their whiteness within the 

boundaries of their genetic makeup. Contrarily, one participant rooted his whiteness in 

pride of European accomplishments and history, of course downplaying the colonial and 

imperial tactics as a misunderstanding and what the Europeans did was not that unique 

overall but can be found throughout history from other peoples across the world. 

Some participants to a certain extent relied on “morals that are especially 

important to white Americans” (Feagin 2013: 13) including the “pull-yourself-up-by-the-

bootstraps” narrative that’s laden with elements of hard work, achievement, and success. 

John and white people like John shouldn’t be easily dismissed because their racial views 

are tinged with obvious superiority complexes. John in these interviews did not hide his 

views from me and I don’t believe he was trying to. The other participants who favored 

more “accepting” viewpoints of race definitely had some interesting evaluations of their 

privilege discovery. 

“From my earliest signs of consciousness…because I’m white and other people are 

black, you know, it’s pretty obvious” 

While the overt racist actions of white Americans have significantly decreased 

over time, racial discrimination and prejudices against people of color persist. Even 
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though it is very much now a part of mainstream culture and within academia to speak on 

systemic racial oppression, its persistence does not solely depend on institutional and 

legalized policies and practices. Significant racial beliefs and attitudes continue within 

the everyday lived experiences of white people, thus keeping alive racism in America. 

These engagements take on many forms in the daily experiences of white folks. I found 

that for the participants these experiences often involve Black and/or white actors who 

are unaware at times of being used by white people to make sense and sometimes 

reaffirm their social position.  

I made it a point to not ask my respondents their opinions on other racial group’s 

beliefs, attitudes, and experiences to see how often the participants would bring up non-

white peoples and to test Feagin’s (2013) claim that African Americans are central to 

how white people construct their racial realities. What follows are examples of the 

participants discussing significant racial experiences involving people of color, mostly 

Black people. Sarah, originally from Kansas, tells of her realization being a unique 

experience, affording her, through social-justice workshops such as “privilege walks”, the 

opportunity to understand she’s different from others who don’t look like her: 

So I had a unique experience of figure out I was white and the differences early— 

even though I’m from the Midwest, Kansas, and it’s not typically a place of color, 

I had some opportunities and some… the area I lived in had some high poverty 

rates which, along with it came people of color, so I got to do some unique things, 

like I did my first Privilege Walk. I was in middle school probably, so you pick up 

pretty quickly when you do those. And the disparities between you and some of 

your peers […] We had to know these people, we got to talk to them, and then… 

so growing up, I always had a bit of a broader view. 

Here, Sarah just like many white people from the Midwest do not typically 

encounter people of color. In the encounters she does have with them, they are devoid of 
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personalization−as when she describes people of color as being attached to poverty. 

People of color’s existence is then used to give her a “unique” experience to do 

something different from her norm. Believing this experience gave her a broader view, it 

reaffirmed her whiteness and privilege and made her more cognizant of her whiteness 

and better prepared to answer when asked about it. In this way, this sort of recognition 

work falls short of any push for racial justice or transformation. It enables whites to 

resolve the identity dilemmas that arise from a set of unearned privileges without having 

to forfeit those privileges or work for genuine lasting change that creates great racial 

equality.  

Other significant racial experiences often involve conversations with other white 

people and these conversations are centered on non-white peoples. Annie recalls learning 

about race history such as the Civil Rights movements in her Catholic high school that 

she would then corroborate with her mother’s experiences: 

I think learning about Martin Luther King and the whole civil rights and 

segregation movement, I was probably elementary school, but I remember talking 

to my mom being like ‘you were 10 years old when that happened, like how could 

this have happened so recently?’ I remember being appalled, like that was 

something that was normal for my mom like segregation and my grandparents, 

it’s just like how could have that been ok, like not that many years ago.  

 

Annie continues to explain how her Catholic high school was notorious for having 

only “two black kids” and claiming it to not “entirely” be a bad thing but it was “noted”, 

commenting, “why is there just one black kid that makes it weird or that makes it 

noticeable that there’s only one?” Learning about Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Civil 

Rights Movements, Annie reveals that white children may get their first understanding of 

racial difference within a formal setting, such as a classroom. Children of color 
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unfortunately at times aren’t granted such privileges. As she would proclaim it, she had 

an institutional learning about racism “realizing” it wasn’t that many years ago, making it 

a little closer to her than she might had thought, and even talking to her mother about her 

growing up in it. White people tend to demonstrate moments of white ignorance. White 

ignorance is an extension of white hegemonic racial frames like color-blind racism 

(Forman and Lewis 2006) −which doesn’t see race even though her seeing the lack of 

non-white kids in her school was ‘noted’.  

 White ignorance defined by philosopher Sarah Bartky as a culpable ignorance 

that is willfully “not-knowing what is staring them in the face, the bad faith of pretending 

not to know, what they indeed do know and the retreat under the two-pillared shelter (the 

disadvantaged are personally responsible; the disadvantaged are biologically unfit) for 

whites endangered by the possibility of white guilt (2002: 147). Annie did not know 

because she did not have to know and did not want to know until a formalized telling of 

racial history was presented to her in class. Further in the interview I ask Annie has she 

ever had racial conversations with her parents, this is what she says: 

I can think of one instance that, it’s just like the worse memory but, uhm my first 

boyfriend in high school was black and I was like 15…sophomore so I couldn’t 

drive, we couldn’t drive to hang out so our parents had to drive us and after 

like…we didn’t hang out that much, you know like…this is hard, but like once 

my parents realized he was black they wouldn’t let me hang out with him. And 

my mom had like sat me down and tried to have a talk with me on why like, she 

like I don’t agree with that and I was just like what!? Are you serious?? I could 

not believe my ears, I was 15 years old and I was like oh my god my mom is 

literally telling this to me? I was like are you racist??? How is this like a 

discussion we are having right now. And it was just like, there wasn’t really a 

discussion and like I tried to talk, and it was just like we don’t agree with it, we’re 

not going to drive to let you hang out with him. So we ended up breaking up, you 

know you can’t hang out so that was like the worse thing I ever went through it 

was so awkward and it was so uncomfortable… 
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Annie became very dreadful in her tone and expression when she recalled this 

moment between her and her parents. Claiming this to be the worse memory, Annie’s 

parents, mostly her mother, states her opinion on the matter and silences Annie’s 

expression of opinion which deters any further dialogue. Secondly, her father’s absence 

of opinion or his ‘silent angriness’ she describes further on, makes it more difficult for 

Annie to have the discussion she wants. Her parents’ stance on her interracially dating, 

was their failure and missed opportunity to have an important conversation, where Annie 

not alone in her own thoughts could probe her parents to fully understand their stance. 

Ironically, her mother and her discussed the Civil Rights movement and legalized racial 

segregation, all very much a part of her mother’s “experience” −alluding to the idea that 

racial conversations do take place within the Toaz household. However, with a refusal to 

dialogue, Annie is left questioning whether her parents are racist or not. 

Going back to the idea of white children learning about racial differences, Baron 

recalls an experience when he was in second grade with 2 friends, one Black and one 

white. His white friend Nathan, another 7-year-old didn’t like his Black friend, Jacob and 

Baron said he interpreted that Nathan was racist. Baron explains that before Jacob’s 

family moved away, he wanted to give his best friend a gift: 

I remember, um, on Jacob’s last day, I gave him a picture that I drew but I tried to 

draw a picture of Jacob. And I remember two things: one, it was awful— it didn’t 

look anything like him and two, it was so hard to draw… him. Like, I struggled— 

so I’ve always liked to draw? And I found it harder to draw, like, an accurate 

portrayal of him than if I tried to draw Nathan— I probably would’ve just been 

like, “Yeah, that’s Nathan” but I tried harder to make it actually look like Jacob… 

I don’t know if it was because he was moving and I was just, like, putting effort 

into it, but, like, in my mind, I think it was… I was… it was harder for me to draw 
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his features, like, I couldn’t… I didn’t want to get it wrong and like, it was harder 

for me. So, like, that’s when I realized… [that we’re different] 

 Jacob’s difference made Baron realize that he and his friend were different from 

each other and that Jacob was different from his other friend, Nathan, who he states is 

racist towards Jacob. The features and details of Jacob’s blackness were not conscious 

within Baron’s mind. Children are not born racist, however, “much of what we know 

about how children learn about race does not come from children themselves but rather 

from the adults in their lives” (Hagerman 2018: 11). In the case of Baron, his white friend 

Nathan seeds racial differences via his treatment of Jacob within Baron’s mind. This 

unconscious distinction budded when it came time for him to draw an image of Jacob. 

This is more than not having the correct color to appropriately draw Jacob. Baron who 

very much cared for his friend and wanted this gift to be special realized as much as he 

tried to draw any feature of his friend it was difficult for him because in his white mind 

his black friend didn’t exist. 

Kelsey recalls on a racial moment also from a young age involving a white family 

member and 3 of her friends: 

Uhm, I don’t know if necessarily white, but a *difference in race. Uhm, so I was 5 

and my mom managed an apartment complex in San Diego that was very uhm, 

probably lower income, very diverse uh neighborhood and… uhm I was 5 and my 

cousin was like 6 or 7 and I had 3 friends who were black and I was playing with 

them and [Kelsey’s cousin] called them the n-word…But, I didn’t kn… hear the 

n-word I just saw the reaction of my 3 friends and I was like wait, what’s going 

on, what’s going on!? And, uhm, just their faces of the way they dropped, 

just…uhm, the way that it impacted them I knew was powerful and I didn’t 

understand…uhm and then I remember my mom going upstairs to apologize for 

my cousin’s behavior because he lived with my grandmother and then he came to 

visit my mom and my mom sent him back. So, I remember her, what also affected 
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me profoundly was when she apologizing to [the friend’s father] the way his face 

looked. 

Kelsey further explains how the father’s face looked hurt. Hurt because of a 

father’s pain of having his daughters denigrated by another child, a white child. She then 

goes on to say, “I remember looking up and he looked at me and he was like very stoic”. 

Her mother’s effort to apologize to the father on behalf of her nephew is admirable, 

however, it doesn’t change the fact that it wasn’t only Kelsey in this moment who 

realized she was “different’ as she claims but also 3 little Black girls within her story. 

Sometimes the racial experiences and moments white people “go through” involve other 

actors, usually people of color who too are interpreting the things that are happening. In 

these moments, differences are established along racial lines and with that comes the 

images, labels, and definitions associated with each respective identity. Power in these 

moments is established. For some it brings sadness especially when young and for others 

it brings a refine sense of whiteness, still imbued with racism. 

Some of the Black persons mentioned were subjects, meaning they had personal 

contact with the participant in question. Other Black people were background characters 

used as mere objects for self-realization and understanding. This is a risky position of 

whiteness. While most of these recalls took place when they were young and not with a 

lot of agency it empowered them nonetheless to frame their racial differences based on 

Black bodies. Racism doesn’t have to play out in the foreground, “frontstage”, as a 

testament to its existence. Racism also doesn’t always manifest itself within 

performances, behaviors, or attitudes that take place within the backstage. Racism today 

is subtle, relying on sub-frames of color-blind racism and white liberalism known as the 
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equality-justice frame (Feagin 2013) to conceal itself. Unfortunately, it’s not just in the 

background, “backstage” where systemic racism still plays out, but with the white actor 

themselves. White actors move frontstage to the backstage and back to the frontstage all 

the time. Racism is still able to persist because the carriers of its “overt and subliminal 

socialization process and practices, power structures, laws, privileges, and life 

experiences” (Helms 2017: 718) still survive off it. In this thesis, I have tried to identify 

narrative patterns, detailing the ways race lives in our personal stories, endures in our 

family histories and is recreated as we construct ourselves racially.  
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DISCUSSION 

The Default Identity or the Fault Identity 

Historically, the American racial and social order has prized whiteness, 

establishing white people’s perspectives, interpretations, and assessments on racial 

matters over those of people of color. As seen in the 1857 landmark case of Dred Scott v. 

Sanford, where the question of citizenship and subjecthood was contested. In response 

whiteness defined the boundaries of racial subjection of non-Black people of color 

against the racial subjection of Black people, ultimately establishing itself as the default, 

unchallenged identity (Jung, Vargos, and Bonilla-Silva 2011) Yet, in a ‘post-racial’ 

America where whiteness is more visible, white people are confronting the meaning of 

their identity −sometimes voluntarily or involuntarily and are learning how to navigate 

the racial schemas that make up their identity more than they ever have. This internal 

confrontation unearths deep racial sedimentation in the narratives contemporary whites 

use to construct identity and brings to the fore two challenges to the contemporary 

maintenance of white identity. The first challenge white people must confront is 

understanding their social position vis-à-vis the shifts in racial and ethnic demographic 

changes which are leading to a future where white people will no longer be the racial 

majority. Secondly, the impact white identity has had on intraracial relations. 

A significant number of my participants expressed being white means to be the 

default identity, where they aren’t challenged and therefore take for granted their identity 

and its privileges. Such privileges can be brought down to never having to think about 
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your racial status and its consequences because your survival in society is independent of 

it. At the same time, just because white people do not have to confront their racial 

identity on a daily basis, it does not mean that it is acceptable for them to choose not to 

grapple with it or try to understand its meaning and function. If whiteness is the prize, 

why did my participants so easily cast whiteness aside? How do they reconcile having a 

devalue “prized” identity while also claiming to always choose it because that’s all they 

know? 

Overall, I identified white college-educated people do hold conscious and 

unconscious racist frames to assist in their rationalization of everyday racial happenings 

and encounters. The white racial frame and all of its subframes covers white people’s 

conscious and unconscious behaviors, excusing white ignorance and justifying adapted 

white hegemony. The white participants of this study only self-engaged or saw 

themselves as racialized subject on the micro level. Whereas when the conversation 

specified certain “[racial] framing of situations to a broad racial framing of society” 

(Feagin 2013: 9) the participants would disengage themselves by speaking with 

ambivalence of racial happenings. When observing their minds or rationalizations at 

work, participants asked me for clarification on certain questions and after answering 

would ask if their answer was sufficient to what I'm looking for. Further proving the 

difficulty white people have when it comes to articulating their own racial experiences, 

attitudes, and ideas (Frankenberg 1993; Sue 2015; Hagerman 2018), but not impossible.  

I purposefully constructed the interview space to be on the edge of the backstage 

and to not be completely frontstage. This was necessary and not much of a choice in 
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order to capture in real-time white beliefs, attitudes, and interpretations, the visceral 

information that in-depth interviewing gives access to. Accessing this information 

involved adopting strategies to look out for including “verbal missteps” or non-verbal 

cues (Pugh 2013).  For example, in one strategy I made it a point to not use any other 

racial group’s beliefs, attitudes, and experiences as a focal point of investigation to see 

how often the participants would bring up non-white peoples. Overall, it was the 

contradictions that came up most often in these interviews that I didn’t realize until after 

they were done, and I was transcribing and analyzing the data. Some which I write about 

briefly in the analysis section of this paper. For example, Bella Potts states having a 

grieved heart and being moved to social and racial justice causes after the first major 

wave of the Black Lives Matter movement between 2013-2016. She states how she tries 

to always stay informed and politically involved. However, she recalls on an experience 

of “betrayal” and questioned whether a friendship with a Black friend was real: 

I’ve been friends with these group of black women for years now and, uhm, 

recently when I went over to Tabitha’s house I saw the book White Fragility in 

her living room and I thought to myself is this how she sees me? You know? Like, 

now I had to question whether, if our friendship was even real or not. 

Her friend Tabitha’s possession of White Fragility may have nothing to do with 

Bella. This is a kind of white narcissism that can emerge from this inward turning “is this 

how she sees me?” Care must be taken by whites when they do this type of self-reflexive 

work. In addition, I was surprised on how candid she was in recalling this scenario even 

asking you know? as if reaffirming a commonality or shared understanding between her 

and me as to why she felt the way she did in that moment.  
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Within Baron’s interview I discovered how the negative experience he had with 

his white friend Nathan and Nathan’s treatment of his best friend Jacob who was Black 

may still be a frame he uses when it comes to his engagement with other racist white 

people. He actively distanced himself from Nathan by saying he would purposefully not 

play with him and even sometimes use his taller height to intimidate him. This same 

active distancing from ‘bad’ whites was noted when I asked about his perspective on the 

Charlottesville Unite the Right rally. He had this to say: 

Like… there are people who think that they deserve more because they’re white, 

or there are people that think it is an advantage and that it should be, when… 

when I don’t hold those beliefs at all. [I] identify myself the same as them but, 

like, I’m not and it’s hard to… see them do that shit. When, uh… when the 

Charlottesville thing happened? I was fucking… mad. I was so mad that people: 

one, could still be that ignorant and two, like, I was mad that I had to be the same 

as them. I didn’t want to represent that, I didn’t want anybody to confuse me— 

like I look similar to those dudes, white guys wearing polo shirts—they didn’t 

have the SS tattoos—They were normal people. And that shit fucking made me… 

so mad. 

 

Further, Baron expressed how angry he was “that [Unite the Right protestors] felt 

comfortable enough to not wear their hoods, too. Like, they think there’s gonna be this 

movement towards… where America used to be, that they felt comfortable being openly 

racist”. I became curious at this statement and decided to interrogate to what extent he 

believed this which sparked a “back-and-forth” between him and me. I had quite a few 

back-and-forths, challenging and being challenged, with the participants. These forms of 

“challenges” were in the forms of questions based on curiosity. Sarah Smith and I went 

back and forth on her “having the strength to talk about race openly” but when asked if 

she has ever had conversations with her parents these topics are “avoided within the 

house” and she tries to “limit [her] exposure to it”. My most interesting back-and-forth 
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was between John Doe and me. After asking John Doe how he would discuss race with 

his children, he begins to explain if his children were white, he would teach them not to 

feel guilty for being white because racism against white people is becoming “common 

place and accepted”. The exchange happened as followed: 

EB: So, let me bring up your childhood, do you think there was a point in 

your childhood where someone tried to make you feel guilty for being 

white? 

JD: That happens all the time− 

EB: Even now? 

JD: It’s constantly−it’s part of our education system. It is−the media and 

academia and pretty much all parts of official society drive the same 

narrative. 

EB: So, you think it’s institutionalized? 

JD: It’s totally institutionalized. *5 second pause* You see it in our 

politics as well a lot of politicians like to blame the problems of a 

community or a group of people on white people. We’re the scapegoat of 

the 21st century− 

EB: Wait, say that again…you said a lot of politicians like to blame 

what…  

JD:…white people, for everything. If you work too hard, it’s white 

people’s fault−Your dad’s in jail, the white man did that, you know? It’s 

everything and anything. If two black people kill each other on the street it 

doesn’t matter if there wasn’t a white man for 50 miles, the white man did 

that, because the argument is always that it’s institutional racism. It’s the 

system. Even if there wasn’t anyone involve, any white person involved 

personally, it’s the great white system that made it happen. It aligned 

everything together. And it’s dangerous… 

The namesake of this study stems from this conversation. It was at this moment 

when I realized that I took for granted the process of white realization and experiences. It 

was at this moment I could no longer rationalize in my mind the “ridiculousness” of his 
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stances because the entire time he was serious and believed every word that came out of 

his mouth. The “it happens all the time” response was said in a tone like as a matter of 

fact or more so where have you been to not see this injustice against whiteness!!” for it’s 

not moments for him but a constant experience. I never felt so divided then I was in this 

moment− in this interview− interviewing John. Not being able to combat his claims 

because he was the participant and I was the researcher who had to maintain objectivity 

and neutrality throughout the entire process was difficult. This led me to conclude that 

the actions of whiteness today are fundamentally different from its actions of the past, but 

not incapable of its horrors from the past. Interestingly enough, the deeds of oppression 

are a lot more treacherous today because even though John sat opposite of me and 

delighted in the interview and thanked me for it− when the audio recorder went off, none 

of those actions muted the fact that I knew he saw me as his inferior. Sometimes racism 

doesn't have to wear a white hood or even bear a tiki torch it just has to have a white 

smiling face.  
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CONCLUSION 

“White people in this country will have quite enough to do in learning how to 

accept and love themselves and each other, and when they have achieved this−which will 

not be tomorrow and may very well be never−the negro problem will no longer exist, for 

it will no longer be needed.” -James Baldwin 

 

By the turn of the century, majority of white American’s racial reality was post-

racial, where overt legalized racism was no longer state-backed and racial agitators were 

deemed outliers. Within this post-racial era, many whites relied on the separation 

between the frontstage and the backstage, keeping ‘safe’ and separate their racist 

viewpoints and adapting their frontstage performances within diverse social situations. 

However, the growing attention to the Birther movement, the Tea Party movement, the 

Alt-Right, the growing awareness of police brutality and the election of Donald J. Trump 

have incinerated the partition between the frontstage and backstage. This publicly 

revealed the fragility of white identity causing white people to haphazardly veer into 2 

directions. One direction revitalizes the biological “natural” distinctions of race as a tenet 

for many contemporary white identity movements to justify the necessity of a white 

ethno-state. In the other direction, white people heavily rely on people of color’s 

knowledge and experiences to inform them of their racial identity which creates a 

parasitic relationship. In either case, the work is self-serving and exposes the intraracial 

crisis of the white identity. 
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Understanding this crisis begins with evaluating the racial histories, both 

personally and collectively, of all racialized peoples in America. White Americans’ racial 

reality has depended upon the historical construction of the white racial frame which 

delegitimized other racial groups’ experiences, stories, narratives, and perceptions. In 

addition, the white racial frame’s interpretations on racial history consists of fictional 

narratives that “sanitize[s] this country’s collective memories and downplay[s] or 

eliminate accurate understandings of our extraordinarily racist history” (Feagin 2013: 

17). This necessitated the emergence of black counter-frames (Feagin 2013), such as Du 

Bois’ double consciousness and frames on gendered racism developed by Black feminists 

such as Angela Davis and Patricia Hill Collins for Blacks to physically survive and 

psychically resist the white dominant frame. Unfortunately, the significantly differing 

frames of racial history has had unforeseen consequences between both racial 

groups−hindering an “understanding of racial experiences in the present” (Feagin 2013: 

17).   

This project investigated the ways white people interpret, assess, and engage their 

racial identity within an interracial interactional setting, a face-to-face interview. I was 

motivated to understand whether the race of the researcher mitigated ways white people 

express their racial opinions, potentially hindering opportunities for constructive racial 

dialogue. Family backgrounds, childhood, and legacies all contribute to the ongoing 

racial socialization process of white racial identity. White racial narratives are an 

interpersonal experience for white people in the present moment. The interpretations, 

engagements, and assessments of their very own identity depends heavily on a racial 
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other. At times I was used as an object for this white self-engagement, and memories of 

other people of color were used to fulfill in answering the questions. Here, the depth of 

complexity to whiteness was revealed, in each of the participant’s realization that they are 

racial subjects and the meaning that carries within society via other racial subjects. 

Whiteness has always relied upon the other to define its existence. The nature of 

this relationship historically has been one of superiority and inferiority. Since African 

Americans hold a plethora of diverse knowledge about the white racial group, we can aid 

in the opportunity of resolution for the white racial group. Black people, however, should 

not be responsible for this absolution, for racism in all its forms and iterations is a white 

problem that only white people must want to solve. Unfortunately, because racism, both 

hidden and overt effects people of color, we cannot leave the task alone to white people. 

As we see in the case of John Doe, heavy reliance on a mythologized history inflames an 

already dangerous present reality for Black and Hispanic communities. Meaning, it’s not 

enough that some white people rely on framing history this way to define their reality, but 

they act on it.  

Racial history is not personal history for most white people, and they don’t have 

to engage with their own racial histories making it easy for them to separate themselves 

from it. A place of concern does rise from the actions committed by white people who 

illicit history as a tool for a more favorable interpretation to downplay the racial past and 

present. This is used in the present by certain whites to construct a “truth” about their 

present. Other critical points where racial history gets written out, such as ancestral 

assimilation or abandonment of ethnic identity, has led to white people not having the 
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proper racial literacy to further the race conversation within America. These findings 

suggest that white people collectively lack the ability to move in and out of history as a 

racialized subject. Most of my participants regurgitated buzz words found within 

mainstream culture when it comes to discussing race, suggesting the work of theorizing 

race remains an important project since racial frames can be reworked and reimagined. 

Though participants at times were stumped or didn’t have the proper language to 

express their thoughts about questions asked, a dialogue on race was still possible. The 

participants, though not afraid to say ‘they don’t know” as an answer, expressed feelings 

of discouragement, sadness, or even evasiveness. When moments of reflection took 

place, I reinforced the visibility of whiteness with my own silence in return. These 

mixed-racial environments provided an opportunity for hidden narratives to be revealed 

to both participant and researcher. Self-censoring may be what white people do in mixed 

racial environments as was conceptualized in Two-Faced Racism (2007) as the 

frontstage. However, the interview space was not combative, and was created 48 hours 

ahead of time, establishing an intimate space and forcing the white participants who 

never beforehand confronted their whiteness as a cultural style and a political identity. 

These findings imply that mixed-race interviews are productive spaces for observing 

whiteness and its differing articulations, such as racial grievances or spurious claims of 

racial superiority, and that mixed raced contacts are meaningful for racial 

understanding.      

Future directions of research, such as an epistemological study on white racial 

dialogue, both past and present can further expand on existing scholarship on the 
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necessity of language to construct racial interpersonal dialogues. Hopefully, such work 

can improve the ways we talk about race, in the same sense Michel Foucault (1978) 

highlights how we talk about sex without really talking about sex. The findings in the 

study are not meant to be comprehensive, rather this study offers a research strategy to 

craft racial dialogues with whites and excavate the current racial frames in use by whites. 

The interview space shielded these discussions from the court of public opinion, which at 

times is devoid of rational engagement. Examining the phenomenological dependency of 

whiteness on the “Other” may lead to exploring the construction of identity based on 

“truths” and tracing the adaptability of white supremacy through the years to come. 
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APPENDIX 

Below are the questions that, I, the researcher, will ask you during the interview. The 

interview that was agreed upon by you, the participant, and I, the researcher. Due to the 

nature of the questions, you are receiving a copy of the questions 48 hours in advance 

before the scheduled interview to be familiar and comfortable with the nature of the 

study. As a reminder, you do have the right to withdraw at any time from participating in 

this study at no penalty or cost to you, the participant. 

1. Can you elaborate more on your family ethnicity? Since America is a nation of 

“immigrants”, when did your family come over to America, from where and why? 

2. How often have you thought about and know of your ancestry? Are there any 

unique traditions your family still practices (follow)? 

3. How did your ancestors get turned into ‘white people’? Obviously, there was a 

time when being labeled white was not a “thing” where ethnic identity was more 

important, how did your ancestors change from _____ to white? And what did 

that mean for them? **Or I can ask why do you believe this happened? 

4. Can you recall any experiences when you realized that you were white? Tell me 

about the people involved and take me through the feelings you experienced when 

you came to that realization? 

5. So, to you what does it mean to be white? 

6. What do you usually identify as when you check your racial box? 

7. Do you think all who racially identify as white share the same sentiment of 

“whiteness” that you have described to me today?  

8. Have you ever thought about how you would talk about race with your children, if 

you decide to have them? 

9. If you could choose to formally identify as either your racial identity or your 

ethnic identity which one would you choose? 

10. Growing up, did your family/parents have any discussions about race with you? 

11. How often do you think about your whiteness? 

12. Do you think white people can discuss or talk about race openly? Why or why 

not? 

13. How do you think our society views whiteness? 

14. What do you believe is the future trajectory of whiteness in this country? 
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